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●I’d like to say SP had a definite beginning but I would have to tell 
my life story and that would be a big bore to you all.

●To summarize 80 some years I am a student of the Inner Law
●Inner meaning the Inner  law or rules on how the universe 
actually functions and the Divine Consciousness Creating it..

●The Outer being man’s current understanding on how the 
universe functions.

●The current outer view is Mankind is a result of genetic evolution.
●The Inner view is Mankind is an evolving spiritual being 
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●At the time I was working for a aerospace contractor in Sierra Vista Arizona on 
a project with Fort Huachuca, the old Buffalo Fort.

●A person, Dr X, on project noticed I evinced and interest in things of an esoteric 
nature, obviously not part of the project.

●I ended up telling this person I meditated and was a student of the Ascended 
Masters.

●Dr X asked if there was any proof and I told how to prove for themselves.
●Eventually Dr. X had a transcendental experience the net result was Dr. X’s 
Inner sight was opened resulting in Dr. X being clairvoyant.

●Drawing two converging lines on blackboard resuted in Dv. Exclaiming “Isee a 
vortex or 3d spiral being formed in the vertex.”

●This started all the basic research into Shape Power.
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●There are people who claim clairvoyance but most are either 
fakes, flakes or have no idea what true clairvoyant is.

●That is why I like the term “Inner Sight”
●A person with true Inner sight can see on any level of creation 
at any time  any place.

●Adepts who have achieved mastery over the physical octave of 
existence have True Inner sight and are fully clairvoyant.

●In my research of Shape Power I had some friends who had 
their Inner Sight open and offered their abilities to develop the 
Shape Power discoveries



  

What The Clairvoyants Saw

●Shape Power is the phenomena whereby arrangements of 
physical matter manipulate the local space energy.

●The local space energy I call the aether.
●I have discussed the existence the aether in numerous 
papers and I have no time to go into this and little patience 
with those still stuck in this juvenile discussion of an aether.

●The most noted Shape Power phenomena is the pyramid.
●Clairvoyants saw spirals if space energy concentrated at 
the 5 corners of the pyramid.



  

Pyramid Energy
●A pyramid is usually thought of like the pyramids of Egypt and 
there is a huge mythology and facts built up about pyramids.

●Basically a square pyramid is a 2 dimensional square based 
shape with 4 triangular sides at each side of square.

●However, it was proven that other 3D shapes also had similar 
energetic properties such a tetrahedr0n and a cone.
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●A vortex or 3D spiral of aether creates a magnetic field.
●All matter is basically made of Protons and Electrons 
Therefore it has aether flowing into and out of the particles.

●All aether flows in a vortex
●Therefore all matter is made of little magnets.
●In Non-magnetic material enough of the little magnets are 
not aligned and conversely in magnetic material enough 
material is aligned to create a measurable magnet field.
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●Put two non magnetic materials in a certain 
configuration and you create a magnetic field.
●It is well known that the pyramid effect only needs the 
edges of the pyramid shape to create the effect.
●The pyramid effect comprises things like a force off the 
apex, shape will desiccate organic material, 
concentrates energy, etc.
●My simple observation was that the corners all being 
aligned pointing to the 1/3 height in center of pyramid 
so there might be some measurable force at the corners.

● I didn't have a sensitive magnetic field detector at the time so I had friend Joe Parr run an experiment for me.
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●Joe Parr’s experiment he did for me was to measure 
the magnetic field on converging non-magnetic 
sticks.

●Joe chose chopsticks stuck into a Styrofoam ball. All 
non-magnetic materials.



  

The Chopstick Experiment to Make A 
Magnetic Field



  

The basic Electron or Proton
Electron or

Proton Vortex Ring

Electric Field is
Automatic with

Concentration of
Aether in ring

Gravity is fluid
Aether drag thru

Ring 

Vortex Is the 
magnetic field

Aether flowing into particle (Ai)

Aether flowing out of particle (Ao)

Master Power Flame Electron Pattern
 –  Maintains the Created Particle 

 –  This is God's Consciousness  that 
       Supports the outer created universe.

Master Power Flame



  

●The pyramid has a ForceField around it.
●The Forcefield can be controlled by specific sounds..
●The frequencies of the Great Pyramid in Egypt are 
encoded in the architecture of the GP and the 
frequencies are these architecture sizes.

●When the forcefield is turned off all the energy in the 
forcefield collapses into a beam of energy that 
shoots off the Pyramid Apex.

●A trip to Egypt with Jerry Decker and Joe Parr to 
make Great Pyramid inti a giant laser shooting into 
space would read like an Indiana Jones Novel!

After Chopsticks Experiment Many 
more Discoveries were Made



  

Gravity Wheel Experiment

Motor (10,000 rpm)

Wheel with 24
copper triangles on PCB
on both sides of wheel

0.25" diameter
steel shaft

Stanchion to
hold motor

Stanchion to
hold shaft*

9 volt DC wall
power supply

7 Watt single channel amplifier 
(Kit from Jameco part # 127255 $12.95)

Programmable Signal generator
(SS-32PA DIP Switch Programmable CTSS Encoder
programmed with 51.287 hertz or as close as 
they can get it. $28.95 
From  Communications Specialists, Inc. 1-800-854-0547 )

Low Frequency Woofer
(can be mounted in cardboard box
should have frequency response

starting at about 20 hertz) Low Frequency Woofer
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Consciousness Qualifies Energy

●Every thought you think qualifies energy.

●The act of qualification impresses a pattern on energy and thought will also qualify 
substance since it is basically energy.

●Radionics is the science of measuring and quantifying consciousness and also 
using the mind to quantify states of qualification.

●The radionics instruments have been setup to measure on an arbitrary scale these 
measurable states.

●Current Radionics instruments are clumsy and overly complex for most people.

●Radionics transmitters are a method to focus the operators qualification process 
and transmit that thought energy.

●A simple Radionics transmitter woul have only an area to put a though pattern and 
some way to energize the pattern.



  

Master Power Flame

●The MPF are a collection of patterns radiated out from the  the 
Great Central Sun.

●The MPF contains all the patterns necessary to create a 
universe.

●An Adept or anyone can tap into the energies of the MPF to 
create anything or purify using the Sacred Fire Energies of the 
MPF.

●The MPF contains the energies to purify misqualified energy.
● The Violet Flame is on type of pattern of the Sacred Fire in the 
MPF.



  

What is Adept Mastery

●An Adept has total control over the powers and forces of nature on this level 
we live on.

●In Radionics a person is practicing to master energy.
●There are few adepts as they usually move on to their Ascension into the 
Light.

●The Ascended Master state is the merging of the 4 lower bodies (physical, 
mental, emotional, and aetheric) with the Higher mental body also called the 
Christ body, and yhen with the God I AM Presence.

●Jesus is an Ascended Master and he exhibited his adept capability while on 
earth.

●The Higher Mental Body (HMB) is the key to total self mastery and being an 
Adept.
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